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The Context
Inside this week’s edition…
There is Still Some Attraction in SAGBs, Despite South Africa's GDP & Fiscal
Risks - by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p3-5
The market looks to have already priced much risk into SAGB bonds over the
years. Furthermore, South Africa bonds remain attractive compared to some of
their EM peers, not just on a nominal yield basis but in terms of real yield too.
US Investment Grade: Lights. Camera. Action!
- By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques, p6
Put on your seat-belts and prepare for what is likely to be a busier than usual,
relatively speaking, week for the first full trading week of August when
corporate issuers are likely to raise close to an average $29bln.
The JPY Week – Calling the GPIF!
- by Tony Nyman, p7-8
A sharp turnaround in USD/JPY from Fri's 104.19 lows. That should work to help
increase optimism that at least a near-term base is in place, but we suspect
caution will reign. Reasons for the pullback/correction are plentiful…
European Structured Finance: July Closes as Second Busiest Month YTD
- by Anil Mayre, p9
July closed with increased ABS sales, but with continuing concerns across the
broader spectrum. It was the second busiest month of the year so far in volume
terms though the bulk of transactions have been preplaced.
European High Yield: Another Month of Growth For HY
- by Giles Hamblett, p10
For the fourth straight month since lock down monthly volumes improved in the
European high yield markets. Like H1, H2 started strongly as July's total of
EUR7.975bn was second only to the bumper EUR11.28bn of HY corporate paper
printed in the first month of the year.

China Insight: Politburo Re-affirmed Bias in Favour of Less Dovish Policy
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
With the Politburo re-affirming President Xi's preference for a less dovish but
more targeted monetary policy stance, we think it is difficult for the bullish
sentiment on China government bonds to revive anytime soon.
Know The Flows: As Sobering Data Piles up, Shape of Predicted Recovery
Changing For The Worse - by Cameron Brandt, p12
Going into August, investors hoping for a V-shaped recovery from the economic
downturn triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic found themselves looking for new
letters – W, U, L and K all have their advocates – as data from the US and Europe
suggested the rebound that started in mid-2Q20 is losing momentum.
UK 2/10yr Yield Spread – Range Break Signals Risk to 0.2
- by Ed Blake, p14
Look for narrowing targeting the 2020 base at 0.2, perhaps the 2019 low at -8.8.
Stop above the 30.2 minor lower high and reverse stance beyond 34.8.
GBP/USD – Third Time Lucky For Bulls?
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Look to buy dips for a target of 1.3712. Place stop below 1.2813.

Gold in Euros – Look For Record Highs to 1735.49/1810.14
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy into near-term dips as we await new record highs targeting clustered
Fibonacci projections at 1735.49, possibly equality targets at 1810.14/1849.84.
Place a protective stop under the 1575.54 minor higher low.
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There is Still Some Attraction in SAGBs, Despite South Africa's
GDP & Fiscal Risks
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst

continued page 4
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South Africa - cont’d
Facing rising govt debt, South Africa is relying on multilateral lenders to fight coronavirus
South Africa has received approval from the IMF for USD4.3bn in assistance - the largest
emergency disbursement yet for any country - offering a boost to the government's coronavirusfighting efforts.
President Ramaphosa announced back in April an unprecedented USD30bn (ZAR500bn) social and
economic support package to help mitigate the effects of the virus that are expected to drive an
economic contraction of more than 7% this year. Of this package, which contributes to ca. 10% of
the country's GDP, the government has said ca. ZAR130bn will be supported by reprioritising
funds from the existing budget (for which details are still awaited), but the rest has to be funded
externally.
Senior officials in the ruling African National Congress (ANC) and its alliance partners had initially
rejected suggestions the government could seek help from multilateral lenders out of concern for
the structural adjustments associated with such loans that they believed would undermine
sovereignty. However, the IMF's emergency loans come without these normal conditions.
The government is counting on ca. USD7bn in loans from multilateral lenders and developmentfinance institutions, with funding already approved from the New Development Bank and African
Development Bank, and talks ongoing for up to USD2bn from the World Bank. The government
has also turned to the private sector for investment for Ramaphosa's USD138bn (ZAR2.3tn)
infrastructure programme over the next decade that covers projects ranging from water supply
and irrigation developments to energy, roads and housing plans.
Coronavirus to weigh further on the economy and exacerbate fiscal deterioration
According to the Treasury, the economy will probably slump 7.2% this year (SARB predicts a 7.3%
contraction), the most in almost 90-years, due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the restrictions put
in place since March to curb its spread. With more than 10,000 cases reported daily, the nation
has become the worst-hit country in Africa and among the top five in the world in terms of
confirmed cases, with more than 450,000 infections reported to date, including more than 7,000
deaths (John Hopkins University).

Even before the pandemic, South Africa was stuck in its longest downward economic cycle since
before WWII, with the economy having contracted for three straight quarters and to the tune of
2.0% q/q in Q1 - as it buckles under record high unemployment (at a rate of just over 30% in the
first quarter) and plummeting economic sentiment.
The economic pain from the lockdown that started on March 27 (that is being gradually eased)
only exacerbates the fiscal deterioration that has been accelerating over the past decade, with
the government increasingly overburdened by loss making state owned enterprises such as
Eskom and South African Airways and ballooning public sector wages.
Recall, outlined in June's supplementary budget, the Treasury's consolidated budget deficit
forecast for 2020-21 more than doubled to 15.7% of GDP from 6.8% in February and the debt
levels are predicted to rise 81.8% of GDP by the end of this fiscal year. The government is aiming
for debt stabilisation at 87.4% in 2023-24 under an active scenario, achieved through tax
increases, further spending adjustments and economic reforms, in addition to plans from
February to tackle the public wage bill. Yet, under a passive scenario, this could rise above 100%
by 2025 and as high as 140% by the end of the decade.
Given South Africa's poor track record of fiscal consolidation in recent years and the weak GDP
outlook, rating agencies have shown little confidence in the government's plans to rein in
spending and get on top of finances. Moody's, which stripped the sovereign of its last investment
grade credit rating back in March, said that debt stabilisation by the 2023-24 fiscal year will be
"very difficult to achieve".

Yet SAGB yields have eased off highs seen in March & there may still be value in the asset class
In the absence of economic growth and amid record high unemployment, the government has no
scope to increase taxes this year and its revenue shortfall is expected to total more than
ZAR300bn for the 2020-21 period. Without revenue, the government can ill afford spending
increases to help stimulate the economy and as previously flagged, is reprioritising funds from the
existing budget and has sought loans from international finance institutions to fight the
coronavirus.
continued page 5
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South Africa - cont’d
That will probably mean no, or only opportunistic Eurobond issuance for the 2020-21 fiscal year,
whilst the government focuses on short-term borrowing to further cover substantial funding
needs for the current tax year. To this, the government has been forced to increase amounts sold
at weekly SAGB auctions for the second time this year, raising the amount on offer at weekly
inflation linked bond sales by ZAR600mn to ZAR2bn and at fixed rate auctions by ZAR500mn to
ZAR6.6bn, which risks upward pressure on bond yields.
This all stems back to the weak GDP environment, which is arguably the single biggest threat to
SAGB investors.
10-year South African government bonds were yielding below 9% earlier this year and at the
height of the coronavirus crisis in late March, had blown out to beyond 13% on investor selling which coincided with a deterioration in EPFR tracked net fund flows for South African bonds (see
the dashboard). The yield has since softened and is currently hovering on the firmer side of 9%,
but did reach as low as 8.60% in early June, briefly retracing all the coronavirus induced spike.
Net outflows from South African bond funds, as tracked by EPFR, have moderated over the past
couple of months, suggesting a somewhat improving/less negative attitude towards this asset
class. That is not to say investors do not have reasons to still be concerned, as South Africa's
fundamentals are ultimately weak; risks are to the downside for GDP this year (some analysts are
forecasting a slump of as much as 10%) and the government deficit will likely continue to widen).
Yet, the market looks to have already priced much risk into SAGB bonds over the years, as
reflected in the 10-year yield, which although off this year's highs, is still elevated compared to
levels seen in early 2015 for example.

Furthermore, South Africa bonds remain attractive compared to some of their EM peers, not just
on a nominal yield basis (i.e. since June South Africa has been paying more to borrow in its local
currency that Nigeria, which is rated four notches lower at Moody's), but in terms of real yield too
- see the dashboard. This, in an environment where domestic inflation is currently below the
SARB's 3-6% target and is expected to remain benign over the coming years, staying within this
target until Q4-2022 (peaking at 5.1% in Q1 next year). This may well help to counter some of the
upward forces on yields associated with South Africa's weak fundamentals.
From a technical perspective, the charts are suggesting downside risk for the 10-year SAGB yield,
for a return below the June 26 low of 9.021% and on to the 3 June low of 8.636% potentially. Only
a return above 9.734% would avert.
Back to Index Page

•

Declined sharply from 13.288 (24 March spike high) to 8.636 (3 June low), ahead of shallow gains to 9.734
(7 July recovery high, also 23.6% retrace of 13.288/8.636 fall)

•

Negatively aligned daily/weekly studies suggest a return below 9.021 (26 June low) re-opening the 8.636
base

•

Below exposes 8.592/8.612 (2019 low - 1 July and 2020 base - 27 February), under which signals new 34month lows towards 8.348 (8 September 2017 higher low)

•

Only a return above 9.734 would avert and suggest additional recovery towards 10.272 (20 April former
low), perhaps 10.413 (38.2% retrace of 13.288/8.636 fall)
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US Investment Grade: Lights. Camera. Action!
By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
Lights. Camera. Action! Put on your seat-belts and prepare for what is likely to be a busier
than usual, relatively speaking, week for the first full trading week of August when corporate
issuers are likely to raise close to an average $29bln and take advantage of a low rate
environment and a still-hungry investor base. And, according to the respondents to our
issuance poll, the bulk of the month's issuance is expected to come to market this week.

The backdrop may be tentative with equity markets on a roller-coaster ride but issuance
conditions in the primary high-grade bond markets are still constructive, with most Treasury
bonds along the yield curve trading at historical lows.

Reports of large inflows into high-grade funds, tightening spreads on new issues and an
apparent increase in interest for exposure to names with ratings on the fringes of investment
grade are likely to encourage corporations to decide raising more debt sooner rather than
later, and refinance any outstanding paper that is still relatively expensive. Some 21 tranches
with at least one or two BBB-band ratings out of a total 26 tranches were priced last week.

On the other hand, many companies are becoming conscious of the continued challenges
posed by the ongoing pandemic crisis, and their debt positions built to an extraordinarily high
level to survive this crisis, may just not be enough to ride out the storm.

result, any net MTM loss should be manageable in the context of insurers' FX reserves, in our
opinion," they added. The strategists also noted that though the depreciation could weigh on
near-term flows, the longer-term demand technical is likely to remain unaffected.

Some of the largest companies, like Exxon, are starting to decide not to take on additional
debt which may limit the volume for the month to levels lower than seen before. But a steady
pace of issuance, even after $1.28trln year-to-date record numbers, in itself is extraordinary
and testament to the depth of this primary market.

Indications have August, a notoriously slow issuance month – over the past decade, August
has averaged $69.679bln in ex-SSA issuance – producing no more than $66bln in new highgrade issuance, a stark contrast to the year-to-date monthly issuance average. The street
estimates ranged from a low of $60bln, to a high of $71bln.

July was quieter than usual - the final ex-SSA issuance tally for the month was just $66.87bln
(the first six months of the year averaged $202.389bln a month), not even enough to reach
the lowest monthly estimate of $70bln. It didn't even come close to the 10yr July issuance
average of $81.661bln. But last week showed there are surprises in store. The market
expected supply to top $20bln but some $25.47bln was the final tally for the week with the
average spread tightening from IPTs to pricing around 34bp or in line with what has been seen
before and book coverage was a healthy 3.53x.

The US dollar's depreciation against other currencies is also raising concerns about its impact
on international demand for US credit. “Even though it has not affected hedging costs, the
depreciation in USD has likely caused USD credit holdings to fall in value," said a report by
Barclays strategists Shobit Gupta and Bradford Elliot. “That said, we believe the FX hedging
ratio has increased recently, which should partly offset the mark-to-market declines. As a
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The JPY Week - Calling the GPIF!
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 8
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The JPY Week – cont’d
Expected Usd/Jpy trading range is 104.00 - 107.00.
A sharp turnaround in USD/JPY from Fri's 104.19 lows. That should work to help increase
optimism that at least a near-term base is in place, but we suspect caution will reign.
Reasons for the pullback/correction are plentiful:
• Surprise month-end broad RHS USD flows were ultimately touted. Certainly, GBP/JPY
seemed to be impacted this way.
• Late last week, JPM wrote for the first time in a while have seen onshore real money
coming in to fade the move (buying USD/JPY).
• Tokyo's Seven & i will buy US Marathon Petroleum's Speedway gas-stations for Usd
21bln, reportedly to be paid in cash and partly financed using debt. However, this
outright positive is negated to an extent by reports SoftBank continues with its
divestment strategy and a possible Usd 32bn equiv sale of its UK ARM tech holding.
• Continued MoF comments (from Aso no less - stability of FX markets important, will
continue to watch FX market with sense of urgency).

more attractive levels? However, research is mixed currently, with DEUTSCHE
BANK writing more recently they are still targeting 100 by year-end and sees GPIF
interests (buying) now slowing/finished as part reason for tipping Yen strength ahead.
• Those related markets, which are very mixed currently:
OIL - A return to the range within a rough Usd 40-45/brl market after another topside
attempt failure.
S&P 500 - Futs flat amid an ongoing bid below 3279-80 as the US earnings season
continues.
The US 10-YEAR YIELD - The ongoing weight here. Could a fresh break below 0.50% open
up a return towards those 0.31% lows? That looks a stretch at this stage.

Some will have impacted greater than others, but sure in a recent one-way market such
news will stoke some profit taking interest.
Data highlight as is often the case, in this market we will continue to pay close attention to
early Wed's weekly MOF capital flows data. Last time out, in the week to Jul 24, Japanese
investors were net sellers of foreign bonds to the tune of -Jpy 565.0bln. Net buying total
for the year so far stands at +Jpy 8629.9bln. Since the start of 2019, Japanese investors
have been big foreign bonds buyers for +Jpy 26762.3bln, which has proved a real USD/JPY
prop during the period.
However, see bottom right of the Dashboard, coinciding with the break below the psych
105.00 mark last week we can see that the buying trend is now not so prominent and
clearly less of a USD/JPY support currently. Since the turn of Apr, there have been 10
weeks of negative flows. This could be evidence of changing dynamics amid the vanishing
advantage of US yields in this COVID and deteriorating relations with China world.
RISK:
• More MOF comment.
• Will the likes of the GPIF take the opportunity to buy US debt securities unhedged at
Back to Index Page

• Probed back into the 105.99-106.65 area (confluence of former reaction lows)
following Fri's strong bullish reversal candle
• Further gains over 106.65 (10 Jul low) would shift focus towards the key 1 Jul 108.16
peak/200-DMA (approx 108.25)
• A period of congestion may now ensue, but under 105.24 provides an early warning
that attempts at recovery are faltering
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European Structured Finance: July Closes as Second Busiest
Month YTD
By Anil Mayre, Senior Analyst
July closed with increased ABS sales, but with continuing concerns across the broader
spectrum. It was the second busiest month of the year so far in volume terms. But the bulk
of transactions have been preplaced.
On a broader scale the flaring up of new Covid-19 cases across the globe, reintroduction of
local lockdowns, quarantining for certain countries, persistent US/China tensions and
financial worries highlighted the uncertainty of the global outlook. And that keeps
economies under high levels of stress. US GDP, for instance, plummeted 32.9% in Q2 while
Eurozone GDP contracted 12.1% in Q2, with a yearly drop of 15.1%.

supply in the CLO sector, as RRE 4 Loan Management and Contego CLO VIII priced.
July issuance neared EUR8.5bn equivalent at the time of writing. And while it fell short of
the EUR9.1bn seen in February it nonetheless means issuance has increased month-onmonth since the market reopened in April.

Despite the uncertain outlook, some issuers have been tempted back into the market.
Specialist lenders have fewer options available than their high street counterparts, such as
not having access to the TFMSE in the UK, and that is where the supply has been
concentrated this year.

Bonds were sold from 10 UK RMBS in July, only one of which was a prime transaction from a
high street bank/building society – Coventry Building Society inaugural master trust deal.
Overall, there have been 26 public UK RMBS structured so far this year with bonds sold from
22. Just four of those 22 deals have come from high street lenders (Clydesdale Bank,
Nationwide Building Society, Skipton Building Society and Coventry Building Society).
There was one UK RMBS last week, as Barclays recycled the collateral from The Co-operative
Bank's Warwick Residential Finance Number Two deal that redeemed last month. The notes
were pre-placed.
Aside from that, Tesco Personal Financed gained STS compliance for its credit card
programme, but fully retained a new GBP1.55bn issue from it.
There was credit card paper in the euro currency too, as WiZink Bank in Portugal structured
and retained a deal to follow its Spanish transaction from a week earlier. There was also new
Back to Index Page

But with the typically slow summer month of August now here that trend will likely be
snapped. Over the past five years public ABS averages just over EUR3bn in August. Year-todate issuance has topped EUR40bn, but is down around 34% versus the first seven months
of 2019.

And issuance will likely end the year a similar percentage lower, according to various
commentators. S&P was the latest, saying the response by governments across Europe to
deal with Covid-19 has included the renewed, large-scale provision of cheap term funding
for credit institutions, which will likely stifle bank-originated supply. Euro-denominated
covered bond volumes are down by a similar level, about 32% lower, at EUR70bn year-todate.
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European High Yield: Another Month of Growth For HY
By Giles Hamblett
For the fourth straight month since lock down monthly volumes improved in the European
high yield markets. Like H1, H2 started strongly as July's total of EUR7.975bn was second
only to the bumper EUR11.28bn of HY corporate paper printed in the first month of the
year.

Barring some miraculous turn of events (and given 2020 so far, I'm ruling nothing out), the
run of consecutive months of volume growth will come to end in August. As issuance in that
month has only topped EUR1bn once since 2008, expectations are modest, but with this
'holiday' month set to be like no other, topping 2016's EUR1.55bn cannot be ruled out.

The Bloomberg Barclays Pan-European High Yield (euro) average OAS did hit a new post
crisis low of 4.61 in July before widening back out towards 4.75 at month end. However,
that remains some way off January's YTD low of 2.83.

While HY momentum carried through into the final week of month, it was very much a riskoff elsewhere as dire Q2 GDP figures highlighted the impact of Covid-19 lockdowns. With
investors questioning the pace and timing of a recovery a little more protection was the
order of the day as the iTraxx Crossover widened. Strong trading figures from the tech giants
did offer some respite on Friday, keeping risk bears at bay on the final day of the week, but
heading into month-end the index was still around 376, some 30 points north of where it
ended the previous week.

Meanwhile duration also remains well off January's levels with three-quarters of July's
issues staying under six years, while more than half went above that line in January.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: Politburo Re-affirmed Bias in Favour of Less
Dovish Policy
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
Xinhua News Agency reported the Politburo held a meeting on the economy on 30 July (Thursday).
The CCP also held a meeting with non-CCP political parties and non-political representatives.
President Xi chaired both meetings.
Compared to the meeting held on 17 April, we note some changes in wording were made to the
remarks on monetary and fiscal policies in the 30 July meeting.

With the Politburo re-affirming President Xi's preference for a less dovish but more targeted
monetary policy stance, we think it is difficult for the bullish sentiment on China government bonds
to revive anytime soon. We reiterated our view that we think PBOC will just let liquidity remain
ample enough for the market to absorb the new bond supply (chart 1). Meanwhile, we will likely
see a rangebound China government bond market over most of the rest of Q3 (chart 2).

30 July meeting (as per Xinhua News Agency):
• "While requiring full implementation of macro policies, the meeting called for pursuing a more
proactive and effective fiscal policy that delivers solid outcomes, and a more flexible and
appropriate monetary policy that targets sound results, according to the meeting".

17 April Meeting (as per Xinhua News Agency):
• "Monetary policies should be more flexible and balanced and instruments such as reserve
requirement ratio cuts, interest rate reductions and reloans should be fully leveraged to ensure
reasonable and sufficient liquidity and a lower interest rate in the loan market, the meeting
said, stressing the need to channel capital into the real economy, especially medium-sized,
small and micro enterprises".
It is worth noting that the Politburo did neither mention reserve requirement ratio cuts nor
interest rate reductions again in the 30 July Meeting. Instead, in talking about monetary policy, its
tone was pretty in line with what President Xi expressed in a speech on 21 July (Tuesday). President
Xi in the speech urged better implementation of aid packages for businesses, with steps to enforce
a more proactive fiscal policy and more prudent and flexible monetary policy to ensure macro
policies are more targeted and effective.
Obviously, the overall tone of the statement on the 30 July meeting was less dovish than that on
the 17 April meeting. Though such change does not necessarily mean the policy stance will become
less supportive than before, it to a certain extent suggests the central government is now biased in
favour of targeted stimulus rather than broad-based economic support.
Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: As Sobering Data Piles up, Shape of
Predicted Recovery Changing For The Worse
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Going into August, investors hoping for a V-shaped recovery from the economic downturn
triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic found themselves looking for new letters – W, U, L and K all
have their advocates – as data from the US and Europe suggested the rebound that started in
mid-2Q20 is losing momentum. Mutual investors responded by focusing on cash, precious metals
and asset classes where there is a central bank acting as buyer of last resort. US Bond, Gold and
Japanese Equity Funds all recorded healthy inflows during the week ending July 28th and Money
Market Funds posted consecutive weekly inflows for the first time since early May.
Flows were also restrained by the concentration of earnings reports and key policy meetings that
occurred towards the end of the reporting period. These included a Federal Open Markets
Committee (FOMC) meeting, Congressional anti-trust hearings on the market dominance of US
technology giants and earnings reports from a raft of companies including General Electric, Credit
Suisse, Boeing, PayPal and Airbus.
Overall, the fourth week of July saw EPFR-tracked Bond Funds absorb another $17.2 billion that
took their current inflow streak to 16 weeks and more than $320 billion while Alternative Funds
took in $641 million and Money Market Funds $5.5 billion. Equity Funds recorded a collective net
outflow of $1.8 billion despite the over $3 billion that flowed into with socially responsible (SRI) or
environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates and $1.1 billion was redeemed from
Balanced Funds.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Mortgage Backed and Municipal Bond Funds
posted inflows for the seventh and 12th straight weeks respectively and Total Return Bond Funds
took in fresh money for the 14th time in the past 16 weeks. China Bond Funds extended their
longest inflow streak since 4Q14, redemptions from UK Bond Funds hit a 17-week high and Chile
Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow in over 22 months.
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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UK 2/10yr Yield Spread – Range Break Signals Risk to 0.2
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Breaks down out of the four-month, 16.9/34.8 bearish consolidation to resume broader
narrowing from 63.5

•

Negatively aligned studies suggest initial easing to clustered support at 6.0, which guards
the 2020 low at 0.2

•

Inversion would mark new 11-month lows and expose the 2019 base at -8.8

•

Corrective gains should stall under minor lower highs at 25.3/30.2 and only above relieves
and re-opens 34.8

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look for narrowing targeting the 2020 base at 0.2, perhaps the 2019 low at -8.8. Stop above the
30.2 minor lower high and reverse stance beyond 34.8
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

45.7
40.2
34.8
30.2
25.3

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

6.0
0.2
-8.8
-11.8
-27.0

Resistance Levels
61.8% retrace of 63.5/16.9 narrowing
50% retrace of 63.5/16.9 narrowing
8 June 2020 high/top of the current four-month range, near 38.2% retrace of 63.5/16.9
14 July 2020 minor lower high
20 July 2020 minor lower high
Support Levels
.618 projection of 63.5/16.9 fall from 34.8, near an 11½ month rising trendline at 6.1
2020 base - 13 March, near 16.9/34.8 range target at -1.1 & .764x 63.5/16.9 from 34.8 at -0.8
2019 base – 16 August, near .5 projection of 137.5/-8.8 fall from 63.5 at -9.7
Equality of 63.5/16.9 from 34.8
.618 projection of 137.5/-8.8 fall from 63.5, also .764 projection of 252.5/37.1 fall from 137.5
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GBP/USD – Third Time Lucky For Bulls?
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Longer-term bearish momentum has faded, with MACD now back above its 0 line and heading
higher
• Probing above the 200-Week MA this week for the 3rd time since 2018 = Underlying bullish
bias

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy dips for a target of 1.3712. Place stop below 1.2813.

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.5018
1.4377
1.3712
1.3514
1.3200

24 June 2016 high
17 April 2018 high
1 March 2018 low
13 December 2019 high
9 March 2020 high

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.2910
1.2813
1.2648
1.2252
1.2076

200-Week MA
10 June 2020 high
14 April 2020 high
29 June 2020 low
18 May 2020 low

Support Levels

Back to Index Page
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Gold in Euros – Look For Record Highs to 1735.49/1810.14
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended the long-term uptrend to this week’s record high at 1683.09 (very close to a
projection off 1477.59)

•

Bullish multi-timeframe studies suggest an extension opening a cluster of Fibonacci
projections by 1735.49

•

A sustained clearance would then expose a pair of equality targets at 1810.14 and 1849.84

•

The 1575.54/1604.91 support zone should contain near-term corrective dips

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into near-term dips as we await new record highs targeting clustered Fibonacci projections at
1735.49, possibly equality targets at 1810.14/1849.84. Place a protective stop under the 1575.54
minor higher low
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1888.62
1849.84
1810.14
1735.49
1683.09

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1604.91
1575.54
1477.59
1420.33
1373.11

Resistance Levels
1.236x 1300.83/1633.38 from 1477.59
Equality of 1012.10/1561.11 from 1300.83
Equality of 1300.83/1633.38 from 1477.59
.764x 237.70/1386.51 from 857.80, nr .764x 1300.83/1633.38 from 1477.59 at 1731.66
28 July 2020 record high, very close to .618x 1300.83/1633.38 from 1477.59 at 1683.11
Support Levels
10 July 2020 former high, near a 4½ month rising trendline at 1601.98
15 July 2020 minor higher low, near the 50DMA
5 June 2020 higher low, near the 200DMA
1 April 2020 higher low
22-month rising trendline
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2020). All rights reserved.
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